DDoS Mitigation Service

As DDoS attacks become more prevalent, focused and severe, organizations need to consider new ways to proactively monitor and protect their infrastructure, applications and data.

Proactive monitoring, attack verification and notification
DDoS Mitigations are integrated within our network to seamlessly protect your customers’ Internet circuits seamlessly without customer involvement, ensuring critical business application traffic is not blocked.

Auto-mitigation rapid, real-time response against attacks
Auto-mitigation adds an extra layer of defense by automatically blocking a well-known attack once detected by the monitoring system.

Access to DDoS Portal for real-time metrics and reports
Customers receive real-time alerts and visibility into the potential attacks detected by the monitoring system. Comprehensive reports deconstruct the traffic type traversing your customers’ networks, as well as active and past implemented mitigations.

To learn more, contact your Resale Account Representative at 866.375.6040.
windstreamenterprise.com/wholesale/resale-services